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Demonic incursions and the things of the air
I have never written about this subject partly because some people will be afraid to
acknowledge the existence of these spirits and many of our readers are going to find this article
hard to understand and absorb, maybe even hard to believe but then how many lives are lost
through what I term missed opportunity by not recognizing things around us that can be dealt
with and put right. It has become important to me to write about this as I have had couple of
opportunities to deal directly with the demonic presence but what I recently dealt with was more
than I had ever experienced before. This was something very different and this puzzled me
greatly at first, but then I found the answers from the Master of mercies.
I saw the different signs manifested and knew something was not right but to most other
Christians, unfortunately the church teaches you that you cannot be vexed by spirits. How very
wrong they are. People out there especially Christians are the ones that primarily get affected
by these things since Satan has a vested interest to bring people down.
Vexing Spirits are sent by G-d alone and no one else has the authority to do so. Satan is but
under his control too and cannot function without His explicit permission while Christians make
him something he’s not.
First Samuel 16:14
But the Ruakh (Spirit) of YHWH departed from Sha’ul, and an evil ruakh (spirit) from YHWH
troubled him.
Ask yourself this question right now, are you denying any revelation of G-d and His scriptures?
If you are then the vexing spirit in your life is from G-d to teach you to repent.
It could be as simple as you denying that G-d has established and perhaps in your ignorance or
stubbornness you said you do not believe it or you called that particular revelation a sin or
simply you go out of your way to call it false doctrine, that is the danger sign to you either
receiving or about to receive the dose from the doctor in heaven for your stubborn heart.
G-d can send vexing spirits as seen above. To deny any part of his Torah or Tanak you expose
yourself to physical and spiritual harm.
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So if you get in G-d’s way and you are trying to circumvent His will, you will be vexed by spirits
created for this task. The only way to save your self is to repent to G-d and not to do this agin.
Go and apologize to whoever you told that you did not believe in G-d’s certain Torah or
Scriptural doctrine. Slander is a case in point that can open doors to vexing spirits. If you have
committed this sin go first to the man/woman you gossiped, slandered followed by going to G-d
and He will lift away the vexing spirits.
G-d can allow his people to be vexed by lifting away the hedge of protection around them and
then the attacks come. There are numerous reasons too many to list, such as a trial or simply
someone living a disobedient life style and refusing to turn away from sin. The door can also be
opened for a variety of other reasons but I will illustrate a case of a friend who was a Christian
minister. Though I am not going to mention names, you will see that this is no fairy tale. There is
a very particular way to deal with these unclean spirits. While you may have been taught
incorrectly that regular prayer will help. It doesn’t because there is a particular way you need to
remove this attack.
If you were attacked by bees then would it help to put insect spray on them? Or would you put a
net around you so the bees cannot attack? This is how prayer is. Certain prayers work more
than others depending on scenario and how one is being attacked.
This method I am going to present will work every time if applied correctly I guarantee.
Unless your prayer is directed and dealing with the issue at hand, it will just bounce off the walls
so to speak and no answer will come. The fault is not in the prayer but the method. If I hold a
dart in my hand and stand in the room and then throw the dart in the air without aiming at the
dart board, what chances are there that it will land in the bull’s eye? NONE, and you will learn
by the end of my article why some of you have been unsuccessful at this. When done right,
every hit you direct will count like an exocet (very good French missile).
The other thing many do not understand is what is Legal Right. Once the demonic spirits have
a Legal Right they will not leave easily without you breaking that Right. How do they acquire a
Legal Right? Through the things I have mentioned above and also what you will read below.
If a leader is deliberately living in sin or refusing to listen to G-d then he can be vexed by a spirit
sent by the Abbag himself. G-d is sovereign and is fully capable of allowing this to happen.
One example is right there in the Tanak, in the book of Kings. So never say never, He certainly
can and does allow this. I hope by this time as you read on, it will not be milk that you have
been feeding on any longer but real meat. I pray one day you will be thankful for these principles
as it may save you and your loved ones lives, I can assure you of this. This article is going to
be life changing for many people!
First Kings 22:22
And YHWH said to him, In what way? And he said, I will go forth, and I will be a lying ruakh
(spirit) in the mouth of all his prophets. And he said, You shall deceive him, and prevail also: go
forth, and do so.
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G-d allows the lying spirit to vex people.
Point to note: do not live in sin or rebellion unto G-d or else you will incur His wrath. Remember,
he is the same yesterday, today and forever (Malachi 3:6). Don’t think that just because you live
in England or the US that it cannot affect you. It makes no difference. He operates with these
principles in the whole of the universe wherever you are.
Collaboration
Demonic spirits usually work together in groups so when they attack someone they will attack in
groups.
A person can be vexed by more than one demonic spirit such as the spirit of Jezebel, the spirit
of Jealousy (kanah), the spirit of lying and contention. This cocktail is the most dangerous when
the unclean spirits form, only describe as a covenant pact.
Important note:
The spirit of Kanah (Jealousy), can affect people who are covetous, the reason being a person
can believe he’s the best and everyone else is nothing and he should receive all the praises and
adoration while if you said someone else is good they become irate and jealous as their name
was not mentioned.

Such a person believes he is the only right person and the rest are all wrong, Christians often
do this and are the one’s being affected. Ego and pride are the main components and so we
see why one can be vexed. A person like this shows extreme form of jealousy, which is not
normal; this is for sure the spirit of Kanah, which even wants to murder people if it can! So
beware.
What is Legal Right?
This is a sort of covenant to the death of the person concerned. The evil spirits sent are just
that, their job is not to make you happy but to make your life miserable sometimes making you
have suicidal thoughts with the intention to kill you.

Method
You must act fast, that person will be gone and will not survive. In Pakistan many Christians
when confronted with such things go to pirs (Muslim pious men into shamanism) and in India
they go to Tantariks (Indian Hindus into Shamanism). This is a very common practice there and
in Africa, in the West they go to Tarrot card readers or Psychics. These pirs and tantariks are
not able to help since they are operating in their own strength and by black magic principles.
Because of this, they cannot eradicate the demons or spirits. They can tell you that you are
being affected but that’s as much as they know.
Other people practice such things as Voodoo in Haiti, Santeria in Cuba, Shango in Trinidad, and
Kuminia or Pocomania in Jamaica, this is a short list only.
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All sort of incantations can be used by people.
Some people read the Qur’an, the Muslim holy book backwards to make magic spells on their
enemies. The Qur’an actually contains a whole Sura (chapter) on Jinn’s (demons).
You may have seen Muslims wearing a sort of amulet on their arms or necks and these contain
Qur’anic verses to repeal black magic allegedly.
Sometimes women in the South Asian continent go to these people to put curses on someone
else they do not like to bring them down and other times they go looking for healing.
I knew someone we will call Alex who was vexed by all these spirits. These were the spirits of
jezebel, the spirit of jealousy, the spirit of lying and contention. We will call the other party
where the demons came from just the “third party”. They were Christians of sorts and this was
where Alex got the demonic spirits to latch on to her.
Alex had some disagreement with her husband so she tried to usurp his authority which in turn
broke the headship and then came the vexing sprits into her life.
Whenever women usurp men’s authority you can be sure you will see these things surface.
I realized that this is not a normal case and I prayed to G-d to give me wisdom to open up my
understanding on how to help deal with these evil spirits. Then one morning He showed me,
what and how to deal with these spirits. He showed me that my prognosis was correct, but I did
not know at that time that simple prayer was not the answer. I discovered that the answer was
a method that I had recently learnt. It was how to break the power of the demonic realm.
Simply praying without direction is like firing bullets in the air, and not aiming at the target. With
the result not being what it should be.
What was happening in Alex’s situation with certain people was that nothing seemed to be
consistent. It was high and low, with one minute it being calm of the sea and the next horrid
storms. There was bitterness, anger, lying and accusations from Alex who was being coerced
by the third party.
Alex’s husband had done nothing wrong. The ones who were vexed by these spirits by the way
were not unbelievers but Christians who professed G-d. There goes your theory that you cannot
be vexed yet you can if you open yourself up to the demonic realm. A simple thing had opened
this demonic spiritual realm to all sorts of chaos. Unless you obey the Torah laws, A Christian
unfortunately remains in man/G-d idolatry model worshipping Yeshua as G-d, which is
forbidden.
How do Christians open doors in that realm?
By coming into agreement with the demonic realm and giving them Legal Right to come in.
How is it that possible?
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That is the easy part but recognizing and connecting the dots is the hard part. Alex’s husband
ran into problems with his wife. The third party around him were Christians jealous of him and
then his wife became bait to attack him.
At that point of jealousy, the third party involved actually ignorantly made agreement with the
demonic realm to bring Alex’s husband down, by being jealous and that is how the Legal Right
was given to the demonic realm. All they had to do was sit at home and act jealous and speak
lies about Alex’s husband being evil. They spoke saying such as that he should be punished,
destroyed and his name to be ruined. This was enough to bring in a partner from the evil side to
come into agreement with this. So you have this bunch of people and the bunch of demons
saying Amen to each other. Kind of funny but not unsurprising.
Here were the principle characters in this story.
When someone around you becomes jealous of you such as thinking I wish I had what this
person has and I should take his place. This is what it takes to makes the pact with Satan
accidentally or ignorantly. Satan is only too happy to acknowledge the lie and become a copartner in this conspiracy. Remember by the mouth of two or three witnesses will capital
punishment be inflicted, this is the law of the Torah, Deut 19:15. Since the intent is to kill the
person!
Devrim (Deut) 19:15
One witness shall not rise up against a man for any iniquity, or for any transgression, in any
transgression that he transgresses: at the mouth of two witnesses, or at the mouth of three
witnesses, shall the matter be established.
There is you as one witness and there is the unseen evil one and that makes two of you plus
the one you maybe speaking to makes you three witnesses.
The principle applies in both positive and negative aspects, and that is what I was made to
understand in this scenario with the agreement of two people or more in the demonic realm.
The Torah is also clear in such circumstances you must come to the Kohen in the Gate at that
time or the Judge, the Torah scholar to make inquiry.
Devrim 19:17
Then both the men, between whom the controversy is, shall stand before YHWH, before the
kohenim and the judges, which shall be in those days;
So the order is the Kohanim followed by the judges.
Alex’s husband went through this difficult situation and then after discussion in this particular
case, G-d opened up my understanding to connect it to the case of jealousy that started two
years before. Somewhere during this time frame, it affected Alex, who brought tremendous
contention and strife into their home through the third party mentioned above. The demonic
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presences existed in the third party who then subsequently infected Alex, and then Alex’s
husband came under attack.
Alex’s wife ended up becoming involved in this situation, by foolishness and unwise decisions,
when she mixed with the third party.
The spirit of Jezebel
The principle sign is control and manipulation.
All the main culprits in this unrighteous act were all Christians who had in the first place infected
Alex with their spirits (unclean things pass on like the swine flu), because they were the ones
who already carried them. They had brought her into agreement with their unrighteous plan
unbeknownst to her at that time.
As a child my Muslim father taught me some very pertinent facts, “that when you to make new
friends do not bring every friend home.” I now heed this advice, because by seeing this case
my eyes were really opened. What we dealt with in the demonic realm, was people who can be
vexed by spirits who then affect marriages and relationship all the way in the chain. Bringing
someone home like this is asking for trouble. Before you know it you might accidentally
acknowledge something, and then come into agreement with some unrighteous act that you
may not want to be a part of.
Why does King David speak such harsh words about his enemies?
King David was not wrong because the persons that were chasing him were vexed by demonic
spirits, and he was afraid of the trouble coming upon himself .That is why he wrote the following.
Psalms 55:6
Let death seize upon them, and let them go down quick into She’ol: for wickedness is in their
dwellings, and among them.
This is because if you are being hounded by people vexed by unclean spirits, then you better
prepare for a real hard spiritual battle or you will fall into fear and run away. At worst you will die
from various causes of depression/loneliness or other varieties. It is at this stage that those who
you thought were your friends will probably turn out to be your enemies. When sides will be
taken you may just find yourself isolated possibly with no help or a listening ear. Most Rabbis
who are in the Torah do not know how to deal with this type of spiritual battle, while Christians
are definitely not clued up.
Alex’s husband found this out first hand. Sides were taken and everyone chose to side with his
wife and they shunned him. Incredible, but it happened and I am a witness to this first hand.
There were very few people who understood what he was going through and those people were
in fact praying for his welfare.
I started to connect the dots with Alex and her husband. I realized that this started to take root
over the span of two years, with the spirit of jealousy, from the third party, that I mentioned
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above. The spirit of jealousy once it had made comfortable took legal foothold in Alex after their
argument, then brought in the spirit of lying, followed by the spirit of strife into her life. Alex had
already acquired Jezebel’s spirit from the third party who was jealous of the couple but they had
the above mentioned spirits now vexing all of them trying to attack Alex’s husband who was is
my friend. Interestingly, Alex’s husband went into prayer and fasting and stayed like that for
many days seeking answers to the situation.
How did Alex make the agreement or the covenant with death?
Yeshayahu (Isaiah) 28:18…
And your Contract/Agreement with death shall be disannulled, and your agreement with She’ol
shall not stand;
One day Alex was sitting with the third party lamenting about her own problems and they all
agreed that her husband was mad, demonic and of course unredeemed (all these were lying
allegations). Plus, as we know from the earlier principle I mentioned to you, someone was only
too happy to acknowledge in their foolishness and say Amen and these were the unclean spirits
ready to form the pact to kill this innocent man.
When the third party were making agreements, who do you think came to acknowledge these
agreements? At this point we had a pact with four demonic spirits in what can only be
described as a chain or Legion, with many demons. Something like this does not happen often
but the possibility is always there. Once a demonic chain is formed it is very strong and in order
to break it you must first break the chain before you can get rid of the spirits. Please note,
they will not go by simple prayers until the chain is broken first.
Also if a man or woman is in the Torah, G-d has formed a chain of protection around that person
too or I should say a circle of fire!
Look out for the classical symptoms
Spirit of control and manipulation (Jezebel) - This one is stubborn and usually women are
infected by this. They will want to control their husband and manipulate them, as they do not
value their husband’s opinion. I have seen so many women vexed by this spirit. With this spirit
infecting the wife, the home’s headship is broken so there cannot be Shalom Beyth (Peace in
the House). The children in this type of home do not obey the parents and are usually out of
control. If the wife demands something from the husband and even if the husband says OK I
will do it, the spirit is not content usually cause great strife.
The Jezebel spirit will try to break the headship, where the woman will become the head and not
the man. Jezebel (1 kings 16:31-2 Kings 9:37) in the scriptures was the wife of King Ahab. He
was a weak king and she manipulated him in everything. She worshipped Ba’al and Ashtoreth,
which are the false deities that many Christians inadvertently call on at Easter (there is an
Ashtoreth spirit and they are many). The spirit will also cause lying and false witnesses to be
raised up against the person being accused. False witnesses, innuendos and half truths were
also raised against Alex’s husband.
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Spirit of lying – As the word says this spirit will put lying words in the mouth of the one being
vexed and they will come out with lying accusations against all and sundry.
Spirit of contention – The person vexed by this cannot live in peace, one minute they are OK
and the next they are a completely different person. It may seem like schizophrenia but it is not
a medical condition, because it is spiritual and can be dealt with.
When the lying accusations began to be hurled at Alex’s husband, he then realized that the cost
of following G-d was going to be high. Even to the point of losing his marriage to his wife, but he
had to stand firm in the face of adversity. Otherwise his relationship with G-d was at stake. He
prayed for rescue and nothing seemed to be working. Waves of attack upon attack came at
him. He was getting nowhere with his wife and the third party only helped to slander him even
more.
We took council and I instructed him that he should not return slander with slander, which was a
very wise move. NEVER EVER return slander with slander it’s the worst thing you can
do!
We discussed the working of the spirits and what to do next. The cause of all this was started
with what seems a trivial thing such as Jealousy. He was not shocked at all because the tell
tale signs were there over the last few years. His good standing with G-d had caused some of
the third party to become jealous, and thus Alex his wife and the third party committed a
grievous error of coming into agreement with the unclean spirits. This is what resulted in the
Spirit of Kanah (jealousy) followed by the other spirits joining hands together. The spirit of
Kanah (Jealousy) is the most stubborn spirit to deal with. They opened a door to the demonic
realm and the demons just waltzed right in. Although they looked like they were good standing
people in ministry, their own actions had caused these things to come about.
This spirit’s job is to inflict evil. After the two come into agreement, what vile damage is then
done via the tongue and their actions which is totally wrong. An innocent person could easily
become embroiled in such a battle because of our evil inclination.
This is how unsuspecting Christian’s open doors to the demonic realm which should be left
closed. Torah only following people can do this too.
The solution
After sitting in prayer for the solution from G-d it was evident that we had to break the chain of
the evil ones by dividing and conquering (Satan’s kingdom has a form of strength but it can be
easily divided). I called up another Rabbi and his wife and told them what we needed to do.
We had to undo all the actions that were done in the last two years. First of all we had to break
the covenant of death that these evil spirits had formed against my friend.
This had to be done in a particular way so I petitioned to G-d to open all the books where the
angels recorded all the writings, and I asked to raise up G-d’s Torot laws, because nothing else
supersedes His holy law of Torah. I called upon the angelic realm to stand on my side and be
witnesses to break the demonic unclean chain to break and annul the covenant of death as we
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would refuse to receive it, since G-d’s Torah does not change. What the demons had decided
was unlawful, so it could not stand against the great King’s law. This was then removed and
annulled because G-d gave us LIFE, yet this covenant formed by the demonic realm was meant
for death. So I pleaded the case in the heavenly court and had the chain broken as the
Kohanim’s voice supersedes every other voice due to the personal contact formed between G-d
and the Kohanim.
Next were the words of the third party, who had come into agreement with the demonic realm
that also had to be annulled. I asked G-d to open the books to annul those words one by one
so G-d had to help Alex’s husband to uphold and override the agreement via His covenant that
was ahead of any other agreement.
First Chronicles 16:22
Saying, "Do not touch My anointed ones, and do My prophets no harm.''

If you have other believers involved to uphold G-d’s Torah, laws and contracts that is good also.
I then spoke out removing and erased every evil agreement made and recorded in the book of
evil. We needed at least three people. That would be myself, G-d and his angels. That is more
than 3 so the numbers fitted the required pattern.
Ecclesiastes 4:12
And if one prevails against him, two shall withstand him; and a threefold cord is not quickly
broken.
I put Deuteronomy 28:1 before G-d, reminding G-d that Alex’s husband had obeyed the Torah
and believed in the coming restoration and not left one precept unturned. That according to his
recorded words on Mount Sinai in Arabia none of these demonic words could stand against His
written ones.
Building up the shield of faith/honor
For all this to work we had to build up the shield in each of the ministers, this does not mean
that Rabbis have to be in one place but they can be in their homes and petition to G-d daily to
bring about His Will is enough. They petition for their leaders protection.
Psalm 84:11
For YHWH Elohim is a sun and shield: YHWH will give favor and esteem: no good thing will he
withhold from them that walk uprightly.
Invoke the shield of honor that G-d was going to protect the people concerned.
Many people can fall into the trap of false humility or ego/pride/arrogance situation. I can give
you an example of a street in Pakistan or India which has two gutters on each side. Imagine
while you walk in the middle you avoid both gutters.
Yehoshua (Joshua) 1:7-8
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Only be strong and very courageous, that you may observe to do according to all the law which
Musa My servant commanded you; do not turn from it to the right hand or to the left, that you
may prosper wherever you go (8) This Book of the Torah shall not depart from your mouth,
but you shall meditate on it day and night, that you may observe to do according to all that is
written in it. For then you will make your way prosperous, and then you will have good success.

Imagine the right and the left to be the two gutters of this world.
Now consider the gutter on the right side the gutter of false humility, so when someone
acknowledges what you have done is good. If you simply brush it off by not giving an
acknowledgement you can fall into the false humility trap. All glory must go to G-d but to
acknowledge what you have is good, and is a gift from the heavens so it must be acknowledged
in true humility.
Next if you imagine the gutter on the left of the street to be the gutter of ego/pride/arrogance/evil
tongue. We must remove these things from us so that they remain in the gutter and not hinder
your spiritual life publicly.
A follow up
It is very important for every minister to understand how important weekly intercessory prayers
play a part. Hence there must be a way for congregation members to come together to offer
petitions for their leaders and for the Abbah’s will to be done in the world.
Alex was all gung ho about divorcing him a day before this prayer was done. After the power
prayer session, the next day Alex changed her mind about wanting to divorce her husband, and
in fact in the afternoon she cancelled the divorce lawsuit herself. This was all accomplished due
to the prayer session the night before and the breaking of the pact of the demonic realm. All
praise is to G-d our maker and our shield.
There is power in prayer when done right!
Do not just fire bullets in the air and hope some will stick like mud. You must know your target,
aim at the target and then shoot at them direct and they will hit the target. There is a way for
everything in the kingdom and for those who walk in the kingdom it is a learning process day by
day.
I hope this will help many people to understand the need for power prayers and sessions
conducted together with good standing ministers or believers generally, and how much effectual
these are.
One thing I want to point out about the third party. They did their level best to destroy Alex’s
husband but they never succeeded. They were going round all the houses making false stories
about him. They were doing what the lying spirit does, while my friend said nothing against their
vile lies and never returned a stone with a stone!
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He asked me to stand so I came before G-d as the Kohen and did some imprecatory prayers.
Three months later the participants of the third party were all without employment, they all
lost their jobs.
The lesson to learn from this exercise is never stand against an anointed one of G-d, or else
you can get into a lot of trouble trying to do what you are not supposed to do. Do not curse the
increased one of G-d because Bilam tried the same thing and look what happened to him. He
was killed in the end by an Israelite’s sword. Raising yourself up against G-d’s real chosen sons
of Shem called Israel, and especially the Kohanim is a zero sum game and will get you nowhere
fast and down real quick.
So let’s sum it up here. What you might get into in a worst case scenario follows:
The entities of the demonic spirits committing a covenant of death against a person by forming a
chain:
The chain must first be broken before the spirits can be dealt with. If it is just a single spirit or
multiple spirits vexing a believer then he or she must first look at whether they are living
obediently. Obedience does not mean following the New Testament. To Love G-d your Elohim
means to obey the Torah laws!
Successful removal of any evil spirit requires this to be in place, meaning at least the person
has to be willing to accept that they must obey G-d’s voice and then later they must follow up
with actions that are DEEDs of Torah.
If this has come about from a loved one or one who hates you, for whatever reason, then
prayers will effect a healing but prayers must be done either by the Kohen (Note a Kohen can
stand on his own) or with Torah standing right ruling people.
I would suggest that minimum two Torah scholars is good but more than three is even better.
Caution:
Jealousy will keep you out of the Kingdom but you won’t hear this from the mouth of the
church leaders.
This is rampant in churches today with Christians being jealous of other Christians. STOP THIS
NOW!!!
Practical steps to do to rid yourself of the evil inflicting spirits.
Get yourself a fresh pot of water from a spring or from your tap provided its river water
or spring water.
You will say Psalm 10 over the water and pronounce the name of the person who has the
infliction of the evil spirit. You will pour some pure virgin olive oil into it a few drops is
good. Preferably the water should be filled in a pot made of the earthenware and not
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steal but if you have no other availability then use steal or plastic but earth is preferred
such as China ware is fine.
Say the Psalm in the morning before the sunrise and think of YHWH's strength as El
Metz, Strong G-d/Power of the oppressed to pronounce the following for the soul of M
the son or daughter of N.
Petition like this. Oh, Great Mighty El, G-d of the oppressed heal the body and soul of M
and remove his affliction and plagues, remove his oppression of the evil spirit and heal
him completely. When finished pouring the water out in the earth with the name of the
oppressed.
M= the son of or the daughter of
N= father's name.
One time is sufficient.
Here is psalm 10 from the HTHS.
1 Why stand you afar off, O YHWH? Why do you hide yourself in times of trouble?
2 The wicked in his pride does persecute the poor: let them be taken in the devices that they
have imagined.
3 For the wicked boasts of his heart's desire, and the covetous man blasphemes, yes, hates
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YHWH.

4 The wicked, through the pride of his countenance, will not seek after Elohim: Elohim is not in
all his thoughts.
5 His ways are always grievous; your judgments are far above out of his sight: as for all his
enemies, he puffs at them.
6 He has said in his heart, I shall not be moved: for I shall never be in adversity.
7 His mouth is full of cursing and deceit and fraud: under his tongue is mischief and vanity.
8 He waits in ambush near the villages: in the hidden places he murders the innocent victim:
his eyes are set against unsuspecting victims.
9 He lies in wait secretly as a lion in his den: he lies in wait to catch the oppressed: he does
catch the oppressed, when he draws him into his net.
10 He crouches, and lies low, that the helpless may fall by his strong ones.
11 He has said in his heart, El has forgotten: he hides his face; he will never see it.
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The wording was changed of this by the scribes to lessen the effect.
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12 Arise, O YHWH; O El, lift up your hand: forget not the humble.
13 Why does the wicked scorn Elohim? He has said in his heart, he will not hold me
accountable.
14 You have seen it; for you behold mischief and spite, to requite it with your hand: the
helpless commits himself to you; you are the helper of the fatherless.
15 Break the arm of the wicked and the evil man: seek out his wickedness till you find none.
16 YHWH is Sovereign forever and ever: the nations are perished out of his land.
17 YHWH, you have heard the desire of the humble: you will prepare their heart, you will
cause your ear to hear:
18 To judge the fatherless and the oppressed, that the man of the earth may no more oppress.

You have been instructed!
May the El of Y'sra'el guide you and increase those of you who obey His Torah.
Rabbi Simon Altaf Hakohen
For groundbreaking articles… www.african-israel.com.
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